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HELLO...

You probably already know that one of the biggest advantages of 
board games is direct contact with other players. You develop your 
social skills at different levels and in different situations. Board 
games help you set goals and strive for them. During each game, 
your brain repeatedly works at very high speeds, creating new neu-
ral connections. You think, you plan, and your decisions and actions 
develop your intelligence.

Author’s strategic board game BETWEEN. In a short time during 
the game you gain your opponent’s trust. You are planning a 
strategy, you are moving quickly. You improve your memory 
by trying to memorize a few moves forward and remember the 
settings of the pawns on the board. The perfect game for two. 

We have created this game for you and the whole family and we 
hope it will remain YOUR FAVORITE for a long time. You can play vir-
tually anywhere, anytime: on the train, on the beach, during a family 
trip. Invite family members, friends or even strangers to play. We 
guarantee fun and great time.
 
Play carefully though. Keep your own and others’ safety in mind 
when you choose a place to play.

WE WISH YOU GOOD LUCK
AND UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS

WE CONNECT PEOPLE THROUGH CREATIVITY

BOARD GAMES REINVENTED



TOOLS YOU NEED FOR THE GAME... 

BOARD GAME ON T-SHIRT (BLACK or WHITE - T-shirts are only avail-
able in our online store).

DICE (included in the game: 2 NUMERIC, 10 PAWNS, 1 DICE PLUS / 
MINUS and 2 SPECIAL DICE with signs showing the ability to move in 
specific directions: 1,2, X. For your convenience, we have also placed 
dice online, which are available at each card deck.

CARDS Dedicated, UNIVERSAL or OWN CARDS. All cards are avail-
able online. It depends on you which of them you will use during the 
game. Depending on your subscription, you also have the option of 
preparing and printing your own card sets. Use dedicated or univer-
sal card sets available online. We often add new cards to different 
sets. Use the suggested card sets to get started:

   BETWEEN (dedykowany zestaw)

   DIRECTIONS (uniwersalny zestaw)

   WOULD YOU RATHER... (uniwersalny zestaw)

INTERNET ACCESS, USER ACCOUNT AND OPTIONAL SUBSCRIP-
TION (Advanced, Plus or Basic). The subscription allows, among oth-
er things, to create, edit and print your own card sets. Download and 
use of game tools.

ADDITIONAL TOOLS

Przygotuj sobie również kartkę papieru do zapisywania zdobytych 
punktów, ołówek, długopis. W narzędziach do gier dodaliśmy dedy-
kowany szablon do zapisywania punktacji.

HOW TO PREPARE T-SHIRT BOARD
BEFORE THE FIRST USE

We recommend to wash it before first use. To enjoy the t-shirt as 
long as possible please follow these guidelines:

• Wash it inside out in the Max temp. 300C (Max. 400C);
• Set the spin speed of not more than 400 /Min.;
• Do not tumble dry;
• Do not use bleach or chlorine, no dry cleaning;
• Iron the t-shirt inside out at temp. Max 1500C.

Before playing the game, please unfold the t-shirt board and smooth 
it out as much as possible. The best is playing on hard ground, but 
you can also play on the beach on the sand, in the park on the grass.

Sometimes it may turn out that a few heavier items will serve you to 
hold the shirt in the event of a strong wind, because the weather is 
different. T-shirt can get wet and you can always dry it. 
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The game is played on two levels, that is, you can place pawns on 
top of each other, which additionally allows you to earn points in two 
combinations (examples on page 9).
 
Points are earned when one of your opponent’s pawns is between 
your two pawns, in several possible combinations. In horizontal, 
vertical or diagonal. The blocked pawn returns to any black starting 
field.
 
- If there is an opponent’s piece underneath, it is blocked. The 
blocking pawn may remain in such a combination of a maximum 
of 2 queues. If he does not, he returns to the starting field. You 
have to be very careful and remember who blocks who and when.  

- No points are earned when one pawn is blocked. But blocking one 
pawn can be used to block several other opponent’s pawns.

Scoring in the game

• Horizontal or vertical blocking: 10 points
• Diagonal locking: 20 points
• Unlocking using the second level A: 30 points
• Unlocking using the second level B: 40 points

IMPORTANT: The logo placed in the middle of the Let’s play t-shirt 
board game is not part of the board, do not place the players on 
it. Also remember that you can not place your pawns on the oppo-
nent’s black boxes.

NOTE: With purchase of a board game in our store, book versions of 
playing cards are included in the box. This is our INNOVATIVE METH-
OD, an alternative to traditional playing cards. There you will find a 
dedicated set of 72 cards. Additionally, the next 72 playing cards in 
the book version as BONUS. Thus, in total you have 144 cards ready 
for the game to start.

THE GAME

Players 2  

Time 30-90 Minutes  

Difficulty Easy – Hard

Rozwija myślenie przestrzenne,
Wzbogaca planowanie i organizację,
Pomaga w ocenie sytuacji,
Kształtuje krytyczne myślenie,
Rozwija pamięć i koncentrację,
Poprawia koordynacje ruchową. 

Board game BETWEEN is one variant of the game. A great strategic bo-
ard game for two. Proven and tested by many players. We recommend 
using dedicated card sets. They can change the course of each game. 
During the game, you make a combination of moves and set your paw-
ns in a certain way, earning points. The one who collects the most po-
ints wins. You can play on time or to a determined number of points. 
 
At the beginning of the game, each player places all his pawns on the 
opposite black squares.
 
Pawns move on the board in left-right and up-down direction. For 
this purpose, the throw is made with one special dice, with the 
characters: (X), (2X) and (3X). Stand alone (X) in combination with 
another digit represents an additional move of one field in the se-
lected direction.
 
SAMPLE THROW:  A dice randomly drawn 2X . Therefore, the fol-
lowing combinations of moves can be made, if the position of the 
pawn allows it:

• 2 spaces left or right + 1 space up or down, or
• 1 space left or right + 2 spaces up or down

The player decides which combination will be a better move. 
An X without a number means you can’t move.

GAME BENEFITS
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SYMBOLS YOU WILL SEE ON THE BOARD

SQUARES Starting squares for all pawns are black squares. White 
squares are fields on which pawns move.

CARD During the game, when standing on such a field, you need to 
draw a card. You choose or determine with the players before start-
ing the game, which set of cards will you use, and maybe just create 
your own card sets. We recommend starting with dedicated sets, 
as these are ideally prepared for BETWEEN. The cards may contain 
questions, tasks, orders, information, etc. depending on the set of 
cards. Cards are sorted thematically. If for some reason you do not 
have access to the cards, you can omit these fields or give them a 
different meaning.

CAMERA By standing in this field, we suggest taking a photo of all 
players during the game and send them to us by email. We will pub-
lish the best photos on our social networks: Facebook, Instagram 
and Twitter.

ARROWS By standing on this field, the player moves his pawn 4 
fields diagonally in the direction indicated by the arrow.

EXAMPLES OF PAWN BLOCKADE

Below we present all variants of the blockade of pawns that can oc-
cur in the game on two levels.

BLOCKADE 
HORIZONTALLY

10
POINTS

BLOCKADE 
VERTICAL

10
POINTS

BLOCKADE 
DIAGONALLY

20
POINTS

BLOCKADE (B) 
N. SECOND LEVEL

40
POINTS

BLOCKADE 
ONE PIECE

NO
POINTS

BLOCKADE (A) 
SECOND LEVEL

30
POINTS
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WE CONNECT PEOPLE THROUGH CREATIVITY

BOARD GAMES REINVENTED

VISIT US ON OUR OFFICIAL
T-SHIRT BOARD GAMES WEBSITE

WWW.TSHIRTBOARDGAMES.COM

JOIN US  
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

• FACEBOOK /TSHIRTBOARDGAMES
• TWITTER /TSHIRTBOARDGAME
• INSTAGRAM /TSHIRTBOARDGAME
• VIMEO /HELLERDESIGNSTUDIO
• ISSUU /TSHIRTBOARDGAMES

Always use hashtags

#TSHIRTBOARDGAMES
#TSHIRTGAME
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http://WWW.TSHIRTGAME.COM
https://www.facebook.com/tshirtboardgames
https://twitter.com/tshirtboardgame
https://www.instagram.com/tshirtboardgames/
https://vimeo.com/hellerdesignstudio
https://issuu.com/tshirtboardgames
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